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Introduction to Laser Microprobe Analysis 
Properties of manufactured materials as well as biological and 
biochemical processes depend on the presence and concentration of trace 
elements. Thus, the field of trace analysis has gained significant 
Importance In an Increasingly technological world. For solid samples, 
traditional methods of analysis required tedious grinding and complex 
dissolution steps, losing forever the ability to record information about 
the spatial heterogeneity. Preparation steps can also cause problems of 
dilution and contamination. Solid analysis requires microregion sampling 
with depth capability, high relative and absolute concentration 
sensitivity, freedom from matrix effects and minimum variation in element 
sensitivity (1). The electron and ion microprobes provide direct chemical 
analysis with excellent spatial resolution (2), but they both require low 
pressure, Increasing cost. 
Soon after the demonstration of the laser by Malman in 1960 (3), 
the utilization of this unique light source to vaporize solid material was 
demonstrated by Brech and Cross (4). The advantages of laser microprobe 
analysis (LMA) for solid sampling are: 
1) No sample limitations. Lasers can vaporize conductors, 
insulators, refractory materials, and even liquids. Whereas, the electron 
and ion microprobes require a thin coating of conductive material to 
eliminate charging of nonconductive samples which affects the charged beam 
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(5, 6). 
2) Lateral resolution of -1 fun can be achieved (7). LMA is an 
excellent way to Isolate a small microreglon for analysis such as 
geological Inclusions and mineral grains (8). 
3) Depth profiling can be done to a resolution &0.5 fm (9). 
4) At high power densities, >10* W/cm^, vaporization selectivity 
(10, 11) and matrix effects (1) are eliminated. These effects can be 
problems.In arc, spark and electrothermal methods. 
5) No or very little sample preparation Is needed saving time and 
avoiding possible contamination from electrodes, reagents and mortars or 
polishers. 
6) LMA is compatible with many different detection methods both 
optical spectroscopic (9, 12-14) and mass spectrometric 
(15, 16) detection. Use of a spectrograph, polychromator or mass 
spectrometer enables simultaneous multielement analysis. 
7) Versatile detection schemes can be used to analyze the sample In 
situ (17), after further excitation In situ (18), or after transport to 
another excitation source (19). 
8) Isotopic abundance can be measured when using mass spectrometric 
detection (20). 
9) Light elements can be detected, which are difficult to detect by 
electron microprobe (21). 
10) High vacuum levels are not required, reducing cost and allowing 
biological materials to be studied without requiring dehydration. 
11) Since the laser energy can be sent over a long distance, due to 
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Its directionality, semi-remote sampling can be done as long as focusing 
optics can be appropriately placed. Experiments have been done to analyze 
liquid steel directly (22). 
12) Extremely minute amounts of material are actually removed, 
typically 1 pg to 1 /ig (9). In most cases this small damage Is tolerable. 
13) When using mass spectrometric detection, three modes of laser 
vaporization can be easily used to generate gas phase species (16). Laser 
ablation, >10* W/cm^, can be used for elemental analysis. Laser 
desorptlon, <10* W/cmf can be used to desorb and Ionize large nonvolatile 
organlcs. At even lower power densities, -10® W/cm^, mostly neutrals of 
the parent molecule are desorbed so selective Ionization can be used 
(23). 
In spite of these advantages, laser vaporization suffers from many 
weaknesses: 
1) Poor accuracy. Closely matched standards must be used, but they 
are difficult to find or manufacture for some samples (8). 
2) Poor reproducibility. Problems of reproducibility stem from the 
dependence of the vaporization process on numerous factors including the 
laser pulse characteristics and chemical and physical properties of the 
sample. Relative standard deviations range from 5-30% (24, 25). 
Normalization methods have been introduced which can improve 
reproducibility (26-28). 
3) The small amount of destruction may not be tolerable in some 
cases. 
4) Continuous sample Introduction is difficult due to the pulsed 
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nature of the vaporization laser and the transfer efficiency of particles. 
S) The sample Is not atomized completely. This reduces the 
potential atomic signals and hence degrades detection limit. Particles 
are observed under relatively mild (29) and severe (30) ablation 
conditions. 
Because of these advantages and disadvantages, LNA Is a 
complementary technique to the other microprobe methods. 
As mentioned previously, detection of plume constituents Is highly 
versatile. For atomic species, the most obvious method Is observation of 
elemental emissions directly from the plume which was first shown by Brech 
and Cross (4) and later developed by Talml et al. (31). But, the primary 
spectrum can be plagued with broadened and shifted emission lines and line 
reversal (14). Auxiliary forms of excitation have been implemented to 
improve detection, increase emission Intensity, narrow spectral lines and 
lessen line reversal. Most often, cross spark excitation has been used 
(32, 33), but this method has added problems. Additional ablation of the 
surface may occur when the electrodes are place too close to the sample. 
Since some material from the electrodes is also vaporized, contamination 
or dilution may be a problem (12). Other methods of auxiliary excitation 
within the plume or after sweeping the vapor into the auxiliary source 
include radio-frequency discharge (34), microwave plasma discharge 
(35), direct current argon plasma (36), and inductively coupled argon 
plasma (19, 37). Atomic emission analysis is especially desirable 
because of the relative ease of simultaneous multielement detection using 
a spectrograph with photographic detection or a polychromator with 
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multichannel photoelectric detection (9). 
Atomic absorption (AA), atomic fluorescence (AF), resonance 
Ionization (RI), and chemiluminescence can be used to probe the ground 
state population of atoms. Nossotti et a1. (17) demonstrated atomic 
absorption directly in the plume using a multiple-pass beam configuration. 
The plume can be swept Into a hot graphite tube (25) or Into a flame 
(38) for auxiliary atomlzatlon of particulates. Use of a second laser 
to stimulate atomic fluorescence was introduced by Measures and Kwong 
(30). Laser vaporization with laser Induced fluorescence has been used to 
record the gas phase spectrum of Pb2 (39). This method, combined with 
supersonic jet expansion, would certainly be useful for spectroscopic 
analysis of the variety of clusters observed In laser generated plumes. 
Resonance Ionization can be used as a sensitive and selective measurement 
of atomic number density In the plume (40). Chemiluminescence 
generation using a reagent buffer gas has recently been demonstrated 
(41). 
Detection of the Ionic species by mass spectrometry (15, 16) offers 
simultaneous detection, Isotopic abundance analysis, and excellent 
sensitivity. Mass detection can be used In the laser ablation mode for 
elemental determinations (42) or In the laser Induced Ionization or 
desorptlon modes (43) for analyzing large nonvolatile molecules and 
their fragments. 
The coupling of TLC with gas chromatography (TLC-GC) (44) and 
with mass spectrometry (TLC-LMS) (45) using laser desorptlon has been 
recently demonstrated. 
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LMA has been put to the test for numerous and highly variable 
samples. Neunlnger (46) has reported numerous examples of the use of 
LMA In forenslcs. Archeology has taken advantage of the relative 
nondestructlveness of the technique. Petraklev et al. (47) Identified 
pigments of dyes from old paintings. The valldlcatlon of old hatchets was 
performed by Buravlev et al. (48). Falsification was concluded based 
on the detection of trace elements. LMA has been applied to the analysis 
of semiconductors (8) and radioactive products (49), and to the 
detection of organic compounds on the surfaces of asbestos fibers 
(50). On the biology front, LMA has been used to analyze Individual 
cells (51). For analysis of large polar b1o-organ1c compounds, 
Posthumus et al. (52) broke ground by demonstrating molecular Ion 
signals with mass spectrometric detection of oligosaccharides, peptides 
and nucleosides. These molecules are notoriously difficult to ionize into 
the gaseous state without fragmentation. Since then, laser desorption of 
large nonvolatile biologically significant compounds has become a hot 
topic. Today, molecules at least as large as 250,000 g/mole (53) can 
be detected using matrix assisted laser desorptlon/lonlzatlon with mass 
spectrometric detection. The interested reader can find excellent lists 
of samples analyzed by LMA in References 9, 13, and 15. 
Despite the wide use and variable applications of LMA, fundamental 
understanding of the laser-solid Interaction and initiation and growth of 
the plasma is far from complete. 
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Overview of Laser-Solid Interactions 
The high degree of directionality of laser beams allows them to be 
focused to near diffraction limited spots. For giant pulsed lasers that 
deliver the energy In <0.1 f*s, focusing produces high photon fluxes well 
over 10^ W/cm^. When a solid surface Is exposed to a high photon flux, 
absorption of the energy and the resultant rapid Increase In surface 
temperature Initiates an explosive ejection of hot material from the 
surface. The plume forms through a complex series of steps which are not 
thoroughly understood. Understanding the vaporization process Is 
complicated by Its dependence on numerous parameters. The vaporization 
laser wavelength, pulsewldth, spatial distribution, and power density must 
be taken Into account In modelling the process. Sample parameters such as 
reflectivity, absorptivity, thermal conductivity, heat of vaporization, 
heat capacity, and surface morphology also Influence vaporization. Laser 
vaporization Is generally described for two power density regimes, 
<10® W/cmf and >10® W/cm^. These two regimes produce distinctly different 
vaporization. A qualitative picture of the processes leading to plume 
formation follows. 
Reflection of some of the incident energy occurs first. The percent 
reflected depends on the nature of the sample and its surface. Because 
reflectivity decreases with increasing temperature (54) more laser energy 
is absorbed at the surface as the surface is heated. The temperature rise 
at the surface, and hence the change in reflectivity, depends on the power 
density of the vaporization laser. At <10® W/cmf reflectivity decreases, 
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but must still be accounted for when calculating the amount of energy 
absorbed by the sample (55, 56). At higher fluxes, >10^ W/cm^, 
reflectivity decreases rapidly and can generally be Ignored (57). 
For conducting materials, absorption of the laser energy occurs 
through the conducting electrons. Rapid relaxation of the excited 
electrons brings about heating, a rapid rise In surface temperature, and 
thermionic emission. Nultlphoton absorption can cause ejection of 
photoelectrons (14). Insulators and transparent materials are thought to 
absorb the Incident energy at high enough fluxes by a number of mechanisms 
including by the presence of Impurities, surface phenomena, multlphoton 
Ionization and nonlinear effects (58). Once the Initial electrons are 
ejected, the laser energy Is absorbed In the Insulating material with 
subsequent heating, evaporation and Ionization. In both vaporization 
regimes, a thin sheet of cold dilute plasma forms near the surface In the 
Initial stages of vaporization. This plasma Is regarded as a priming 
stage for following events (58). 
As the surface temperature rises, through more absorption and 
relaxations, the material In the Irradiated spot melts and eventually 
bolls away from the surface. This process Is controlled by the thermal 
conductivity and heat of vaporization of the sample (14). Superheating at 
the surface at high fluxes, >10* W/cm^, can cause ejection of droplets and 
streams of molten sample material (59). 
The Initial formation of Ions and electrons above the surface 
becomes Important under high power density conditions. The priming plasma 
also absorbs laser energy decreasing the power reaching the surface for 
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thermal vaporization. Absorption In the plasma occurs through Inverse 
bremsstrahlung, (free-free transition) (58). The process Involves 
absorption of a photon by an electron-Ion system. The electron gains 
kinetic energy and shares It with the Ion In collisions. The Increased 
electron temperature causes Increased Ionization resulting In Increased 
electron density and Increased absorption. If absorption In the plasma 
builds to a high enough point, as It can with large photon fluxes 
(>10^ W/cm^), the plasma becomes opaque (reflective to the Incoming 
radiation) and no laser energy reaches the surface for thermal 
vaporization (58, 60). The plasma expands, electron density decreases, 
and laser radiation once again reaches the surface. This pattern becomes 
self-regulating throughout the length of the laser pulse. Near the end of 
the laser pulse, the plasma becomes so hot that It can reradlate energy to 
the sample surface causing more vaporization (60). 
At atmospheric pressure, an atmospheric supported shock wave can be 
produced from the plasma absorption when power density Is sufficiently 
high (>10^ W/cm^) (61). The shock wave feeds on the laser energy and 
can shield the surface from radiation. It has been suggested that the 
extreme heating of a buffer gas through this mechanism can produce 
complete evaporation of particles and droplets within the hot gas 
(62, 63). 
At an irradiance <10^ W/cm^, a stream of vapor leaves the surface at 
a velocity of the order of 10* cm/s. For irradiances >10* W/cm^, the 
vapor leaves the surface at velocities of the order of 10^ cm/s (12). 
The radiation from the plume consists of line emission from the 
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excited Ions and neutrals on top of a continuous background from blackbody 
radiation, bremsstrahlung (opposite of Inverse bremsstrahlung), and 
Ion-electron recombination. The Intensity of the emission depends on the 
power density of the vaporization beam. The degree of Ionization also 
depends on the power density. Below 10^ W/cm^, the degree of Ionization 
Is -10"5, while at 5 X 10^ W/cm^ Ionization approaches 100% (15). 
The crater that forms Is shallow with an annular rim. Adjacent 
areas show debris from ejected particles or streams of molten material 
(64). 
Diagnostic Techniques for Laser-Generated Plumes 
Like other analytical methods, such as the flame, graphite furnace, 
Inductively coupled plasma, and spark, diagnostic methods to Improve 
atomlzatlon and understanding of the vaporization processes are needed for 
the laser microprobe. But, the plume presents unique difficulties that 
must be overcome. The plume Is small (-Imm-lcm; expansion rate depends on 
power density and pressure of surrounding gases), highly transient, and 
dynamic. The atomic population lasts -300 /ts at atmospheric pressure. 
The particle population lasts milliseconds. Various experimental 
approaches have been used In fundamental Investigations of laser-generated 
plumes. 
The emissions directly from the plasma can be recorded with streak 
or high speed framing cameras which provide temporal resolution of 
5-10 ns. Colin et al. (65) used a streak camera to measure the rate 
of expansion of the luminous plasma front. Frame cameras record the whole 
plasma with successive exposures. Scott and Strashelm (66) used a 
framing camera to distinguish between the modes of vaporization based on 
the modes of laser operation. But emission studies do not allow 
diagnostics for the ground state populations, and under mild vaporization 
conditions, emissions are weak. 
Bykovskli et al. (67) measured Ion energies and angular 
distributions of ion emissions with a mass spectrometer. Electron 
densities can be measured using Interferometric techniques (68, 69) 
and Stark-broadening theory of emission lines (70). Electron number 
density is Important because of inverse-bremmstrahlung absorption in the 
priming plasma and its relationship to the extent of ionization. 
Colombant and Tonon (71) used a collislonal-radiative model to derive 
ion populations as functions of electron temperature and electron density. 
Their results demonstrated that the most prominent ion stage observed from 
the emission spectrum is a good guide to the temperature in the plasma. 
Galanti and Peacock (72) used absolute measurements of recombination 
continua to calculate the electron temperature (Tg), the electron number 
density (n^), and ion densities (n(cf*) and n(cG+)) assuming a Maxwellian 
velocity distribution. A variety of methods is available for temperature 
measurements, e.g., relative intensity of various spectral lines (73). 
Laser beam deflection has recently been introduced as a universal 
diagnostic tool for ejected material (74). The deflection of a probe 
laser beam by the refractive index gradient from the expanding plume can 
be a measure of the amount of material removed, the vertical drift speed. 
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and the angle of plasma expansion. 
Laser-enhance Ionization (LEI) (75, 76) and atomic absorption 
(77) have been used to Interrogate the Initial moments of the laser 
plasma. Both methods showed the extreme pressure broadening of the 
absorption lines due to the high density of the plume In the early stages 
of development. 
Spatial maps of atomic (78) and dimer (79) concentrations In 
laser-generated plumes based on absorbance measurements using an expanded 
laser beam and a vidlcon camera have been demonstrated. Temporal 
resolution Is determined by the gating of the probe beam. 
Host of the diagnostic techniques used, with the obvious exception 
of photographic methods, do not provide spatially and temporally resolved 
Information for a single vaporization event. Typically, a series of 
plumes are generated and the probed region Is changed Incrementally for 
each laser shot to provide spatial Information or a delay time Is used to 
record temporal Information. Laser vaporization Is notorious for shot-to-
shot variability, so construction of spatial and temporal maps based on a 
series of plumes at best provides an average picture. 
There Is a great need for an imaging system that provides high 
spatial and temporal resolution for following transient events. Such a 
system has recently been demonstrated (80, 81). The new imaging system is 
based on the ability of an acousto-optic deflector to repeatedly scan a 
laser beam at high speed while maintaining good spatial resolution. 
Combining the deflector with a fast waveform digitizer enables one to 
obtain spatially resolved information continuously over a relatively long 
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period of time with good temporal resolution for recording single events. 
The Imaging system has the potential to allow the systematic study of the 
Influence of the parameters governing laser vaporization. 
Imaging Based on Acousto-optic Laser Beam Deflection 
The Interaction of sound waves and light In a transparent medium, 
acousto-optlcs (A-0), Is an effective way of amplitude-modulating, 
deflecting, or shifting the optical frequency of laser light. These 
devices have found their way into our everyday lives, e.g., In laser 
scanners at the supermarket checkout counter and as an Integral part of CO 
players. 
High frequency sound waves launched Into a transparent material via 
a piezoelectric transducer produce a periodic change In the refractive 
Index of the material. The sound waves essentially produce a grating that 
is able to diffract incident light. The amount of light diffracted 
depends on the power in the acoustic wave. A brief description of the 
operation of acousto-optlcs in the Bragg regime and their usefulness as 
laser beam scanners for Imaging is given here. 
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the operation of an A-0 In the Bragg 
regime, hence the term Bragg cell for these devices. A modulated voltage 
applied to the piezo-electric transducer, bonded to the transparent 
medium, Induces vibrations in the transducer. These vibrations are in 
turn launched into the transparent medium causing a refractive index 




1st order beams 
A e -(X / V ) A F  
Laser 
beam 
e-X/A=(X / V  ) F  
PZT 
Figure 1. Acousto-optic beam deflector: PZT, piezoelectric transducer; 
A, wavelength of sound In the acoustic medium; V, velocity of 
sound In the medium; angle of deflection of the 1st order 
beam from the 0th order; X, wavelength of the laser beam; F, 
frequency of the acoustic wave 
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velocity, V. The sound wavelength, A - V/F, In the medium Is analogous to 
the spacing In a grating. A laser beam, of wavelength X, properly aligned 
with respect to the sound waves undergoes diffraction. The deflected beam 
Is separated from the undeflected beam by the angle 9 (the Bragg 
angle « 0/Z). If the acoustic frequency Is changed by AF, then the angle 
of deflection changes by Af. In this way, Bragg cells can be used to 
repetitively and linearly scan a laser beam by modulating the acoustic 
frequency. The laser beam can thus be linearly deflected through an angle 
proportional to the change In the acoustic frequency at a linear scan rate 
equal to the modulation frequency. A thorough discussion of the various 
parameters which control the performance of the Bragg cell Is given by 
Lekavlch (82). 
An Important figure of merit for A-0 beam deflectors Is the number 
of resolvable spots, N, projected on a screen at an arbitrary distance 
from the device. Resolution Is given by the following equation: 
H - (1) / at 
T: period of the modulation frequency; 
r: time required for sound to cross the diameter of the light 
beam - laser beam diameter/acoustic velocity; 
AF: frequency bandwidth; 
a: constant related to the amount of overlap between adjacent spots. 
Values range from 1.17 to 1.66. 
Bragg cells are available that provide 1000 resolvable spots at scan rates 
of 20 spots/ps. 
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In linear scanning applications, a frequency gradient of 
(^niax the maximum deflection angle) Is produced across the optical 
aperture. The gradient acts like a cylindrical lens of fixed focal length 
(fl - either converging or diverging the diffracted light beam, 
depending on the sweep direction. Thus, bidirectional scanning cannot be 
done If this effect Is significant. This effect Is Insignificant at slow 
scan rates, but at the scan rates that are sometimes used for Imaging fast 
events such as the laser-generated plumes, the effect Is Important and 
must be accounted for In the optics alignment. 
To use the deflectors In Imaging laser-generated plumes, the probe 
laser beam Is sent through the Bragg cell. The scanning 1st order beam Is 
then focused at the plume while the zeroth order and other orders are 
blocked. The scanning probe beam stimulates absorption, fluorescence, or 
scattering from the appropriate plume constituents. The resulting signals 
are focused onto a photoelectric detector to record the signal Intensity. 
In this way, spatial resolution Is encoded as temporal signals from the 
detector. 
The plumes can be Imaged In one or two dimensions. The second 
dimension Is created by sending the first order beam of one deflector into 
a second Bragg cell which then scans the beam orthogonal to the first. 
The resulting deflected laser beam linearly moves through a two 
dimensional region at a rate proportional to the modulation rates of the 
two deflectors. 
This Imaging system has been used to record one-dimensional Images 
of Na (80) and particle (29) distributions In laser-generated plumes. 
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Two-dimensional Imaging of the plume was used to record Na and Pb2 
distributions (81). 
The work presented In this thesis uses this Imaging system to record 
spatial and temporal distributions of particle sizes, Sections I and II, 
in laser generated plumes. Incomplete vaporization of particles 
represents a loss of atomic signal and thus a degradation of detection 
limit. If the percent vaporized from shot-to-shot Is not consistent, then 
precision suffers. The determination of the size distribution both 
spatially and temporally may aid fundamental Interpretations of the 
vaporization process. It should also assist In studies of efficient 
particle transfer for systems where the plume is swept Into auxiliary 
vaporization sources. First, an introduction to other attempts at 
particle size measurements In laser-generated plumes will be given. A 
short Introduction to light scattering, the method of choice in the 
studies presented in this thesis for particle size measurements, will also 
be given. 
The last section of this thesis reports the demonstration of the 
imaging system to map the desorption process of large nonvolatile organic 
molecules. Most studies of laser desorption have used mass spectrometric 
detection. Fundamental studies of the desorption of such molecules in 
situ should be useful for improving understanding of the desorption 
process and fragmentation of the molecule. 
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Particle Size Measurements In Laser-Generated Plumes 
Other attempts at particle sizing In plumes generate one average 
value or do not provide temporal and spatial measurements In situ. 
Rohlfing (83) determined a rough average size of carbon particles 
generated from a graphite rod using the second harmonic, 532 nm, of a 
Q-sw1tched Nd:YAG laser for ablation at -3 X 10^ W/cm^. He fit the 
emisslvlty spectra of the hot carbon particles to the theoretical Planck 
blackbody equation. Rohlfing reported an average size of -0.06-0.11 im In 
radius. 
Arrowsmlth and Hughes (84) measured particle sizes from the 
ablation of metals using the fundamental output, 1064 nm, of a Q-sw1tched 
Nd:YAG laser at -lO^^ W/cm^. They attempted to determine the source 
particle distribution by Impacting the plume onto a glass slide placed 
close to.the plume, with subsequent analysis by scanning electron 
microscopy (SEN). They found many particles <0.25 im In radius and some 
>2.5 IM. This method may give larger values from coalescence of particles 
while on the surface of the slide. The authors also measured particle 
sizes after sweeping the plume Into a particle counter which determines 
size based on light scattering; again coalescence can lead to larger 
sizes. They found a size distribution peaking at <0.1-0.15 /im, and on the 
larger side falling off rapidly to 0.25 fim. A more complete picture can 
only be developed if the measurements are recorded with spatial and 
temporal dependence in situ in real time. 
The area of particle size analysis has recently been reviewed 
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(85). Some sizing methods require the extraction of the particles 
with analysis by a system which separates sizes by physical means. Of the 
numerous methods available for particle size analysis, optical methods are 
the most applicable for following small transient events due to the 
nonlntruslve nature of light and the ease of obtaining high spatial 
resolution with lasers. Various optical measurements can be recorded 
which reflect particle size such as angular light scatter Intensities, 
color Intensities, turbidity, photon correlation spectroscopy, and 
Fraunhofer diffraction (86). The methods used In this research are 
based on light scattering. 
Introduction to Light Scattering 
The Intensity and polarization of scattered light by small spherical 
particles Is a complicated function of the wavelength, particle size, 
refractive index, and scattering angle. Lord Rayleigh (87) solved the 
simplified problem of scattering by particles much smaller than the 
wavelength. Gustav Nie (88) formulated the solution to the general 
problem of light scattering by homogeneous spheres of arbitrary size. 
There have been a great number of significant contributions to scattering 
theory from individuals prior to these men and since them. A good 
historical perspective can be found in Logan (89). The complete 
theories are thoroughly presented in a number of excellent texts such as 
Stratton (90), van de Hulst (91), and Kerker (92). To understand the 
terminology used in scattering theory we must first orient ourselves in 
the scattering coordinate system. Figure 2 shows the coordinate system 
for light scattering. The Incident XZ-p1ane polarized light propagates 
along the Y-axis. The scattering center Is at the origin. The plane of 
observation, or scattering plane, Is defined by the direction of 
propagation of the Incident and scattered light. Typically, the scattered 
light Is observed In the XY-p1ane, *-90". 
When a plane wave of randomly polarized light Is Incident on an 
Isotropic spherical particle of arbitrary size, the light scattered at an 
angle $ with respect to the forward direction of Incident light Is 
composed of two Incoherent plane polarized components whose planes of 
polarization are mutually perpendicular. The scattered light which has 
its plane of polarization perpendicular to the plane of observation is 
called the vertical or perpendicular component (ly). The scattered light 
which is polarized in the plane of observation is called the horizontal or 
parallel component (ly). A scattering diagram is often constructed which 
reflects the intensities of the vertical and horizontal components with 
respect to 0 for a chosen plane of observation. The diagram is often used 
for particle size measurements, but it requires many measurements at 
multiple angles. Stringent requirements must be met for the theoretical 
scattering equations to hold true. There must only be single point 
scattering. This generally exists when the transmittance of the probe 
beam is greater than 90% (91). For transmittance in the range 90%-74%, a 
correction for double scattering may be necessary. For less 
transmittance, the full complexities of multiple scattering must be used 
in the model. The scatterers must be isotropic, not optically active, and 
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Figure 2. Scattering coordinate system. Incident light Is plane 
polarized In the XZ plane and travels along the Y-axis. The 
scatterer has Its center at the origin. Direction of the 
scattered wave Is defined by the polar angles 9 and ^ and its 
components are given by ly and as shown for observation in 
the XY-p1ane 
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spherical. Scattering equations for anisotropic particles and for 
particles of other shapes are continually being developed. 
When plane polarized light of unit Intensity Is incident on a 
particle which is much smaller than the wavelength, the Intensity of the 
light scattered Into an angle $ is given by the following equation: 
1$ = - 1 
+ 2 ,  
2 
(l + cos^f) (2) 
r; radius of the particle; 
R: distance between the point of scattering and the point of 
observation; 
wavelength of incident light; 
m: complex relative refractive index of the particle to its medium 
(f" ° "particle/"med1um)* 
9 :  angle of scattering with respect to the forward direction of incident 
light; 
This is the well known scattering problem solved by Lord Rayleigh (87). 
Light scattered at 90* Is completely vertically polarized. At other 
observation angles, the scattering diagram follows a well known pattern 
that is uniform in intensity at all angles of $ for the vertical component 
and symmetrical about 90*, dumbbell shaped, for the horizontal component. 
The cos f term gives the horizontal component and the unity, 1, term gives 
the vertical component. 
Particle size analysis In the Rayleigh regime requires measurement 
of a quantity linear with respect to particle volume such as refractive 
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Index and a quantity that Is quadratic with respect to particle volume 
such as total scattering. A well calibrated system that records total 
scattering and extinction provides sizing In the Rayleigh regime (91). 
Particles In the Rayleigh regime and larger are expected for ablation 
conditions. In fact laser ablation has been developed as a particle 
generator (93). Rayleigh sized particles would be more easily 
vaporized and transported than larger, Mie sized ones. Measurement of the 
larger particles In the plumes Is more Interesting because they can 
reflect a major fraction the vaporized material (84). 
Equation 2 Is not valid for particles much larger than the Incident 
wavelength of light. This restriction assures that each particle has a 
uniform Internal field Induced In It when the Incident wave passes through 
the particle. The equation does not take Into account the amplitude of 
light refracted two or more times within the same particle (94). Thus 
the limits for Rayleigh scattering are: a « 1 and |ma| « 1 (a-2*r/A) 
(91). As particle size Increases relative to the wavelength, light 
scattered at 90* becomes less than 100% polarized. The scattering 
diagrams become more complicated with multiple maxima and minima for both 
scattering components. This Is the basis of size measurements In the Mie 
regime. Particle size measurements in the Mie regime range in complexity 
from mapping the entire scattering diagram to counting the number of 
maxima and minima In the diagram for the components to simple two point 
measurements (95, 96). The methods that require many measurements 
are not applicable to transient events such as laser generated plumes due 
to the dynamic nature of the plume and data acquisition rates. 
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The polarization ratio, the ratio of the two orthogonal components 
of scattered light at any angle, and the dissymmetry ratio, the ratio of 
one of the components of scattered light at two angles symmetrical about 
90*, are simple two point measurements that can be used to measure 
particle size (95, 96). By using a ratio, the Influence of number density 
and Incident Intensity can be conveniently eliminated. Application of 
these methods for particle size analysis In laser-generated plumes Is 
demonstrated In this thesis In Sections I and II. 
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SECTION I 
PARTICLE SIZE MEASUREMENTS IN LASER GENERATED PLUMES USING 
THE POLARIZATION RATIO OF SCATTERED LIGHT 
26 
INTRODUCTION 
When a high powered pulsed laser Is tightly focused onto the surface 
of solid material, absorption of the laser energy brings about a dramatic 
Increase In the surface temperature and In the temperature of the gases 
(If any) Immediately above the surface. Eventually a hot plasma, plume, 
of material Is ejected from the surface (1). The plume can consist of 
Ions, atoms, molecules, clusters and even particles. 
Laser microprobe analysis (LMA) Is a potentially powerful analytical 
tool for the study of elemental concentrations In solids providing good 
lateral and depth resolution. Detection schemes for LMA Include mass 
spectrometrometric (2, 3) and various optical spectroscopic techniques 
(4, 5). Most of the methods for analysis of plume constituents rely on 
the atomlzatlon or Ionization of the blow-off material. The presence of 
particles, if not completely atomized by subsequent forms of excitation, 
reflects a loss In potential signal and hence a degradation of detection 
limit. Even with auxiliary excitation to atomize the particles, the 
particles can be lost in the transport process. Studies have been 
conducted on the spatial and temporal distributions of atoms, molecules, 
and particles in the laser generated plumes (6-10). As a result of 
these studies, a sputtering mechanism has been proposed (8) as a major 
pathway for free atom formation. 
Clearly, the ability to record spatial and temporal distributions of 
particle sizes in individual plumes in real time will be useful for 
optimization of the ablation conditions for complete atomlzatlon and for 
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Improving our understanding of laser-solid Interactions and plume 
formation. The use of acousto-optic deflection of a probe laser beam In 
one (7) and two (9) dimensions has been demonstrated to be a useful 
Imaging technique to obtain spatial and temporal maps of atomic (7, 9), 
molecular (9) and particle (10) populations In a single laser-generated 
plume. 
Numerous techniques have been developed for particle size analysis. 
This area has recently been reviewed (11). Sizing methods abound, but 
the plume limits us to methods that can be used In situ with a small 
highly transient system. All of the measurements which need to be 
recorded must be done on a microsecond time scale and with micrometer 
spatial resolution. Of the sizing methods available, light scattering Is 
most promising for following small highly transient events. The majority 
of light scattering methods require multiple measurements, so a steady 
state system Is usually required, but there are two methods that require 
only two measurements. The methods are the polarization ratio method and 
the dissymmetry ratio method. Both methods have the advantage of using 
ratios which account for variations in Incident light Intensity and in 
particle concentrations. 
The polarization ratio method is demonstrated here for mapping 
copper particles in laser generated plumes. This method is the most 
straightforward of the two and it Is the easiest to Implement. Only two 
measurements need to be recorded, the horizontal and vertical components 
of the scattered light at a set observation angle. Comparison of the 
experimental ratio to the theoretical values leads to the particle size. 
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THEORY 
Stringent requirements must be met for the theoretical scattering 
equations to hold true. There must only be single point scattering from 
particles of homogeneous size. Scatterers must be Isotropic, not 
optically active, and spherical. An In-depth discussion of light 
scattering by particles can be found elsewhere (12, 13). The 
experiment Is based on the Nie Theory (14) for light scattering by 
spherical particles. When plane polarized light of arbitrary polarization 
and unit intensity is incident on a particle which has a radius 
approximately equal to the wavelength, then the intensity of the scattered 
light is given by the following equation: 
0 :  angle of observation with respect to the forward direction of 
propagation of incident light; 
R: distance from the scattering center to the point of observation; 
wavelength of light; 
scattered light that has its electric vector perpendicular to the 
plane of observation; 
i2' scattered light that has its electric vector in the plane of 
observation; 
The plane of observation is defined by the direction of observation and 
the direction of propagation of the incident light. The angular 
(1) 
distribution functions, and tg* complicated function of a, 9, and 
m. They are proportional to the Intensities of the two Incoherent plane 
polarized components which make up the scattered light. The term a Is 
typically referred to as the size parameter; It Is the ratio of the 
circumference of the particle to the wavelength of Incident radiation, 
a-2îrr/A. The term m Is the relative refractive Index of the particle to 
Its medium, "partlcle/^medlum* wavelength In the medium Is used In 
the calculations. The complex refractive index, real and imaginary parts, 
must be used in the calculations of tj and t2* The full mathematical 
definitions of and ^2 can be found elsewhere (12, 15, 16). 
The polarization ratio, is a simple two point measurement 
that can be used to measure particle size (17, 18). In general 
this ratio varies irregularly with a, but for values of a in a limited 
range above the Rayleigh regime and for angles near 90*, the ratio is 
single valued with respect to a. A plot of theoretical values of the 
polarization ratio with respect to the size parameter, a, is constructed 
for each set of conditions (m,A,f). Experimental ratios are compared with 
theoretical values off the curve to determine particle size. If the ratio 
is outside of the monotonie region, then difficulties arise in assigning a 
value for the radius due to the irregularities in the theoretical curve. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
The Instrumental setup Is shown In Figure 1. The probe laser was 
the 488 nm output of an argon Ion laser (Control Laser, Orlando, FL, Model 
554A). The 60* prism, PR, dispersed the wavelengths of the laser output, 
and the 488 nm line was isolated at the aperture, A. The probe beam was 
-3 mm in diameter when it entered the acousto-optic deflector, AOM (Intra 
Action, Bellwood, IL, Model ADM-150 with DE-150 driver). Full detail is 
given elsewhere on the operation of Bragg cells (AGO) as laser scanners 
(7, 9). 
An asymmetric triangular waveform of 10 kHz from a waveform 
generator (Wavetek Corp., Model 162) was input into the ADD rf driver to 
control the deflection angles and scan rate. The scan was essentially 
unidirectional with a reset time of -5 jus. A 50 cm focal length spherical 
lens, Lj, focused the scanning probe beam at the center of the plume. The 
laser beam was scanned vertically for a distance of 4.5 mm parallel to the 
vaporization line at a rate of 10 kHz, for 100 /us temporal resolution. 
The scan began approximately 1 mm above the sample surface. Spatial 
resolution was measured by placing a grid at the focal plane and measuring 
the transmitted beam with a photodiode (Hamatsu, Middlesex, NJ, model 
S1790-01). Spatial resolution was 42 spots/cm. Maximum spatial 
resolution was not utilized in this setup. A beam stop (to block the 
transmitted beam) or a photodiode (to measure transmission) was placed at 
the exit from the plume. Average power of the probe beam at the plume 














Figure 1. Experimental arrangment for the determination of polarization 
ratios of scattered light in laser-generated plumes: PROBE 
LASER, Argon ion laser; M, mirror; PR, 60" prism; A, aperture; 
AOM, acousto-optic modulator; Lj, 50 cm f.l. spherical lens; 
QWP, quarter wave plate; S, vaporization cell; Lg, 4 cm f.l. 
spherical lens; P, polarizer; F, 488 nm line filter; PMT, 
photomultiplier tube 
The argon Ion laser beam Is vertically polarized, but the scattering 
method requires random polarization to generate both scattering 
components. The electric field of the Incident light must have equal 
probability In the vertical and the horizontal directions. A quartz 
quarter wave plate, QWP, was placed after the lens, L^, to create 
"natural" light of equal horizontal and vertical components. The 
resultant beam was actually elllptically polarized at 45* which will 
satisfy the requirement. The polarization of the beam was checked by 
placing a camera polarizer (Photographic Research Organization, Inc., 
Fairfield, CT) after the QWP. The transmitted beam was detected by a 
photodiode. The intensity at 0*, 45*, 90*, and 135* polarization was 
measured to determine the polarization of the resultant beam. The plane 
of observation was a plane parallel to the plane of the optical table. 
The scattered light was collected and focused onto the photocathodes 
of the photomultiplier detectors, PMT (RCA, Lancaster, PA, Model 1P28), by 
4 cm focal length spherical lenses, L2, placed 8 cm from the scattering 
region for 1:1 imaging. The diameter of the lenses was 2.54 cm, for a 
collection angle of 18*. The imaged light passed through a camera 
polarizer, P, and a 488 nm line filter, F, (Corion Corp., Holliston, MA, 
Model Pl-488) to reduce emission and roomlight background. 
The outputs from the detectors were amplified by passing them 
through separate oscilloscopes (Tetronix, Beaverton, OR, Models 7904 and 
7704A) and into separate channels of a waveform digitizer (Data Precision, 
Oanvers, MA, Model 6000/630). The digitizer was operated at 2 MHz with 9 
bit resolution, acquiring 200 points/scan. A total of 8 K-bytes of data 
were collected In each channel, so each plume was followed for 
approximately 4 ms. The digitizer was triggered by the SYNCH OUT from the 
vaporization laser which occurs -160 ns prior to laser firing. Scattering 
data were acquired for single shots of the vaporization laser, no 
averaging of multiple laser plumes was done. After digitization, the data 
were transferred to a minicomputer (Digital Equipment, Maynard, MA, Model 
POP 11/10) through an RS-232 interface. Subsequent analysis was carried 
out on an AT compatible computer. 
The sample cell has been described elsewhere (6). It is an aluminum 
block with five windows in place for input of the vaporization and probe 
beams and for the transmission of the probe beam and scattered beams at 
90*. A valve in the cell can be used to control the atmosphere. The side 
windows for viewing scattering were not in place because of the 
possibility that they might alter the polarization of the scattered light. 
The other windows were in place to reduce air currents. The scattering 
data were acquired in air at atmospheric pressure. The sample was copper 
metal polished with sandpaper to grade 600. The measured reflectivity at 
1064 nm was 40%. 
The vaporization laser was the fundamental output, 1064 nm, of a 
Nd:YAG laser (Quantel, Santa Clara, CA, Model VG481) operated at 1 Hz. 
Typical energy irradiating the sample was 44 mJ per pulse with a 10 ns 
duration. The vaporization beam was focused onto the surface by a 6 cm 
focal length cylindrical lens to produce a line -1 cm X .04 cm. Lower 
power density was produced by defocusing the ablation laser to a spot 
-1 cm X 0.2 cm. 
Because a ratio of two signals Is desired and separate 
photomultlpller tubes were used to detect the two polarized components, It 
was critical to match the gains of the two detectors throughout the Imaged 
area. Photomultlpliers have spatially dependent gains and the Image Is 
not a point but has a size -0.45 X 1 cm covering at least 1/2 of the 
photocathode surface. The detectors were mounted on jacks for ease in 
positional adjustments. With the polarizers on the detectors set to pass 
the same polarization of scattered light, slight adjustments were made to 
the detector positions and the high voltage power supplied to the 
detectors while observing the scattering signals until the gains were 
matched between the two detectors throughout the probed area. After 
subtraction of backgrounds, the signals were matched to within 10% error 
after averaging 36 successive scans. 
Mie scattering functions were evaluated using Fortran programs 
(Microsoft Corporation, Fortran 77 version 4.01) on a microcomputer (IBM, 
Boca Raton, CA, PC/AT). Accuracy of the calculations was checked against 
previously published values. The theoretical polarization ratios for 
copper with m - 1.10 - 2.34t, at 500 nm (13) is shown in Figure 2. The 
oscillations dampen at larger alphas to a value of 0.66. The oscillations 
are large enough to limit the monotonie region of the theoretical curve to 
radii below 0.066 /un (a - 0.85). Polarization ratios greater than 1.3 
have sizes limited to a range within the first lobe of the theoretical 
curve, 0.136 < r < 0.188 im (1.75 < a < 2.42). Figure 3 shows the sum of 
the theoretical values of the scattering functions at 90*, providing an 
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Figure 2. Theoretical polarization ratios at 90* for Cu particles based 
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Figure 3. Sum of the theoretical angular distribution functions for 
scattering at 90* for Cu particles (m - 1.1 - 2.34t; 500 nm) 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Spatial and temporal mapping of particles generated from laser 
vaporization of metallic surfaces has been reported earlier (10). There, 
total scattering Intensity was used to derive relative concentrations. 
Equation (1) shows that angular dependence, polarization dependence, and 
particle sizes directly affect the total scattering Intensity. The 
absorption of particles (Imaginary part of the refractive Index) further 
complicates the picture. The transmlttance of the probe laser beam 
through the plume was measured to obtain a more reliable picture of the 
concentration of the particles generated. The experimental procedure used 
is Identical to the one reported earlier for measuring atomic and 
molecular concentrations (9). In the previous report, transmlttance was 
measured on and off resonance for the atomic or molecular absorption line. 
No absorption was observed off resonance, showing that particle absorption 
is negligible. That is, particle concentrations were low. The 
experiments here involve vaporization regimes where a substantial amount 
of particles is present. The attenuation in the probe beam is significant 
even though the wavelength used (488 nm) does not correspond to absorption 
lines of the Cu atom or its simple clusters. The clusters are large 
enough that they behave like bulk metal, and attenuation results from both 
scattering and absorption. A typical concentration map is shown in Figure 
4 for a plume formed with the softer focus of the vaporization beam. The 
normalized scatter signal (at 90*) for the same plume (with no polarizer) 
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Figure 4. Particle densities as determined from transmission measurements 
starting at 105 us after vaporization. Power » 22 MW/cm^. 
Contours are for transmittance of 0.89 —— , 0.92 — • — 
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Figure 5. Normalized total scatter collected at 90* for the same plume as 
that shown in Figure 4. Contours are for relative signals of 
1* • •• ,2 — — — , and 3 — 
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particles are generated directly from the metal surface. These move away 
and diffuse In the observation region as a function of time. The particle 
density Is also fairly smooth, indicating small particles and a gradual 
vaporization process. At higher power densities, we observe contours that 
are much more inhomogeneous spatially and temporally, indicating larger 
particles or groups of particles and a violent vaporization process. 
These observations are similar to those reported earlier (10). The 
transmission profile parallels the normalized scatter profile. Lowest 
transmission occurs in regions of high scatter. There are regions where 
multiple scattering could be occurring, transmittance < 0.9, which could 
require the use of theoretical calculations based on double scattering as 
mentioned in the dissertation introduction for size analysis. 
The advantages of the transmission measurements here are that the 
concentrations are better represented and that one can probe the plume at 
very early times because of the lack of Interference from the intense 
plasma emission associated with the formation of the plume. The 
disadvantage is that one does require very high particle densities for 
transmission measurements. Such densities are typical of laser ablation 
schemes as a solid probe for, e.g., the inductively coupled plasma 
emission spectroscopy, but atypical of direct atom or ion generation from 
surfaces for, e.g., mass spectroscopy. 
The polarization ratios (tg/ti) for copper particles in a plume 
generated with the softer focus of the vaporization beam are plotted in 
Figure 6. Since there are only two channels in the waveform analyzer used 
In this work, the transmission contours and the polarization contours were 
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Figure 6. Contour plot of experimental polarization ratios (tg/'-j) for 
copper particles starting at 28 /is after vaporization. 
Power » 22 MW/cm^. Contours are for ratios <0.4 • • • • , 
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Figure 7. Contour plot of the sum of the experimental scattering signals 
for the same plume as that shown In Figure 6. Contours are for 
r e l a t i v e  s i g n a l s  o f  1  *  • •  •  ,  2 —  —  — , 3  —  ,  
4 ——— , and 5 — • — • 
not obtained for the same vaporization event, but the power density at the 
surface was similar. The general distribution of particle densities, 
however. Is similar at the same laser power used for vaporization. This 
Is further confirmed by the quantity shown In Figure 7, from the 
same raw data In Figures 6. The contours shown In Figures 4-7 are only 
constructed for regions where the scattering Intensities are significant. 
Interpretation must be made with reference to Figure 4. 
To derive exact particle sizes from the data In Figure 6, one needs 
to make several assumptions. Almost all scattering models rely on having 
uniform particle sizes. In any particular spatial region at a particular 
time window, there will be a distribution of particle sizes for these 
vaporization events. So the best one can do is to determine an average 
behavior. If the polarization ratios change slowly as a function of space 
and time, as in some regions in these experiments, the average behavior 
will be quite meaningful. Most simple scattering treatments also apply 
only to spherical particles. This Is applicable to particles formed via 
condensation of smaller units or by slow vaporization off the surface, 
where random orientation can be expected. For violent vaporization 
events, fragmentation of the bulk material will produce Irregular particle 
shapes. Particle size calculations also require that one is within a 
certain range of particle diameters for a given model to be valid. The 
results must therefore be checked for consistency with the chosen model. 
The Nie scattering theory is valid for particles with diameters the 
order of the observation wavelength. Since earlier results (8, 10) show 
the presence of atoms, dimers, as well as particles the size of the laser 
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beam waist, It Is reasonable to assume that particles In the Intermediate 
sizes are also present. The majority of the experimental polarization 
ratios are greater than 0.25 corresponding to a radius of 0.098 fwn, so the 
particles observed by this method In these plumes are predominantly larger 
than 0.098 im in radius. The greatest number of ratios lies in the 
multivalued regime between 0.4-0.9. Ratios larger than 1.3 lie In the 
first lobe of the theoretical curve as noted earlier. In these regions 
the particle size is In the range 0.136 - 0.188 (im. Ratios greater than 
1.3 lie within contours of smaller ratios indicating smoothly changing 
sizes. Ratios less than 0.4 are only observed at the expanding front of 
the plume. Behind them are the regions containing the ratios greater than 
1.3. Following the regions of largest ratios, we see predominantly ratios 
in the range 0.4-0.9 which correspond to the regions of strongest scatter. 
And In comparison to Figure 4, they correspond spatially to the regions of 
highest concentration. Note, ratios less than 0.4 are not seen In this 
last region indicating that the sizes In this dominant region do not shift 
lobes in the theoretical curve. From Figure 7 we see smoothly changing 
scattering intensities which imply smoothly varying particle sizes. All 
of these factors taken together support an assumption that the particles 
observed here are within the first lobe of the theoretical curve. This 
would put the particles In a range of 0.098 - 0.21 Mm. Ratios In the Mie 
regime are seen early on In time. This shows that one does have particles 
formed directly at the surface and moving away from it. So, condensation 
is not the only mechanism for particle formation in these experiments. 
In summary, techniques have been demonstrated for mapping particle 
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concentration (by transmission) and for determining polarization ratios in 
laser-generated plumes. The polarization ratios provide good estimates of 
particle size. Simultaneous measurement of the polarization ratios at 
three angles should be done to avoid ambiguity, but this obviously 
Increases the complexity and cost of the measurement. Good spatial and 
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SECTION II 
REAL-TIME PARTICLE SIZE MEASUREMENTS IN LASER GENERATED PLUMES 
USING DISSYMMETRY RATIOS OF SCATTERED LIGHT 
48 
INTRODUCTION 
When laser energy Is tightly focused, It can vaporize virtually any 
material while providing good spatial and depth resolution (1). This 
makes the laser microprobe analyzer (LMA) an excellent tool for solid 
sampling where often times the analyst Is confronted with a wide variety 
of samples requiring microregion sampling. Absorption of the laser energy 
at the surface results in a rapid temperature increase at the surface, 
melting, and eventually boiling (2, 3). The cloud of material ejected 
from the surface can consist of atoms, molecules, ions and particles. 
Analysis of the plume constituents can be accomplished by a variety 
of methods. The ions are conveniently monitored by mass spectrometry 
(4). Many optical spectroscopic methods (1, 5) have been employed to 
monitor the neutral species directly in the plasma or after further 
excitation in situ or after sweeping the plume into an auxiliary source. 
Even with the additional excitation steps taken to improve detection, 
reproducibility is often poor, ranging from 5 to 30% (6, 7). Poor 
reproducibility can be attributed, in part, to variability in the 
vaporization process. Numerous factors affect vaporization (2, 3) 
Including the laser pulse characteristics, such as the spatial and 
temporal characteristics of the pulse, power density, and wavelength. 
Some of the sample parameters that affect vaporization include 
reflectivity, thermal conductivity, heat of vaporization, surface 
roughness, and absorptivity. Normalization methods that use Internal 
standardization have been developed to Improve precision (8-10). 
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Recently, a new Imaging method was demonstrated for mapping dynamic, 
transient events. The method Is based on the ability of acousto-optic 
deflectors to repetitively scan a probe laser beam over a region with good 
temporal and spatial resolution. Spatial and temporal distributions of 
atoms (11, 12), molecules (12), and particles (13, 14) In laser-generated 
plumes have been recorded using this method. 
The great majority of methods used for analysis of plume 
constituents rely on complete atomlzatlon or Ionization. The particles in 
the plume have been shown to constitute a major part of the mass removed 
from the sample under certain conditions (15). This causes a substantial 
reduction of potential atomic signal for direct analysis within the plume. 
Although auxiliary excitation has been used to further vaporize 
particulates, Irreproduclblllty associated with sampling, transport, and 
recondensation Is still present. 
The ability to follow the spatial and temporal variations of the 
particle sizes may improve our understanding of the vaporization process 
within the plume. Of the numerous methods developed for particle size 
analysis, light scattering techniques are the most applicable for 
following transient events such as the plumes. 
A new method for determining particle sizes in a single laser-
generated plume with good spatial and temporal resolution is reported 
here. The method is based on the Nie theory of light scattering by 
spherical particles (16). Previously (14), the polarization ratio of 
scattered light was used to measure the size of particles in a plume 
generated from a copper surface. The method presented here uses the 
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dissymmetry ratio of scattered light. For the system studied here, 
dissymmetry ratios provide more reliable Information compared to 
polarization ratios. Like the polarization method, only two measurements 
are recorded, specifically, the intensities scattered for a single 
polarization at two angles symmetrical about 90*. Experimental ratios are 
compared to theoretical ones calculated from the Hie equations to 
determine particle size. 
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THEORY 
The use of light scattering measurements for particle size analysis 
has been demonstrated in numerous studies (17, 18). The theory Is well 
developed and reviewed in numerous papers and books (19, 20). A general 
form of the equations for the intensity of light scattered by spherical 
particles when illuminated by polarized light of unit Intensity is: 






= FW = 
4*2*2 
12 (lb) 
0: angle of observation with respect to the polarization of the incident 
light; 
angle of observation with respect to the direction of propagation of 
incident light; 
wavelength in the medium; 
distance from the scattering center to the point of observation; 
scattered intensity in the direction of propagation perpendicular to 
the polarization of incident light, 0-90*; 
scattered intensity in the plane defined by the polarization of 
incident light and its direction of propagation, #-0"; 
The angular scattering functions, tj and are complicated functions of 
r 
'2-
a, $ and m, where o-Zar/A for a particle of radius r, and m Is the 
relative complex refractive Index of the particle to Its medium. For 
absorbing scatterers, the complex refractive Index must be used In the 
evaluation of the functions. At any other observation planes, the 
scattered light Is elllptlcally polarized and and not resolved 
Into distinct components (20, 21). Complete mathematical definitions 
of and ^2 be found elsewhere (20, 21). The scattering theory 
assumes spherical particles, single point scattering, Isotropic particles 
and homogeneous particle size. 
The dissymmetry ratio, tj(tfj)/tj(180-ôj), uses the scattered light 
of a single polarization at two angles symmetrical about 4-90". This 
ratio varies Irregularly with a. But for small values of a, the ratio Is 
monotonie with respect to a. A plot of theoretical values of this ratio 
with respect to a can be constructed for each set of conditions (m,4,A). 
Experimental ratios are compared with theoretical values off the curve to 
determine particle size. If the ratio is outside of the monotonie region, 
then difficulties arise in assigning a value for the radius due to the 
irregularities in the theoretical curve. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
A schematic of the experimental setup Is shown In Figure 1. The 
probe laser was an argon Ion laser (Laser Ionics, Orlando, FL, 554A}. The 
output was chosen to be vertically polarized, and the 488 nm line was used 
as the probe wavelength. Anamorphic optics were used to shape the probe 
laser beam into a line and focus It into the acousto-optic deflector 
(Intra Action, Bellwood, IL, ADN-150). An asymmetric triangular waveform 
of 50 kHz from a waveform generator (Wavetek Corporation, San Diego, CA, 
Model 162) was input to the rf deflector driver (Intra Action, Bellwood, 
IL, OE-150} to control deflection angle and scan rate. Use of 
acousto-optic deflectors as laser beam scanners for plume diagnostics has 
been demonstrated previously with a thorough discussion of design 
consideration (11, 12). The deflected first order beam was focused at the 
plume position using a 50 cm focal length spherical lens, Sj. The probe 
beam was deflected vertically at 50 kHz to span a region 5.5 mm above the 
sample beginning -0.5 mm above the sample surface. Spatial resolution at 
the plume of 55 im was confirmed by placing a grid at the focal point and 
measuring the intensity of the transmitted beam with a photodiode 
(Hamamatsu, Middlesex, NJ, Model 21790-01). The average power of the 
probe beam at the plume region was -50 mW. 
The scattered radiation was collected at 45* and 135* and Imaged 
onto the photocathodes of the photomultiplier tubes (RCA, Lancaster, PA, 
1P28 and Hamamatsu, Middlesex, NJ, R928), PMT, using 7.5 cm focal length 





Figure 1. Experimental arrangement for the determination of dissymmetry 
ratios in laser generated plumes: PROBE LASER, argon ion laser 
(488 nm); M, mirror; Cj, 5 cm f.l. cylindrical lens; Sj, 50 cm 
f.l. spherical lens; AOO, acousto-optic deflector placed for 
vertical deflection; C2» 30 cm f.l. cylindrical lens; SF, 
spatial filter; S, sample of pyrolytic graphite; BS, beam stop; 
B, baffles; Sg, 7.5 cm f.l. spherical lens; F, 488 nm line 
filters; PMT, photomultiplier tube 
1:1 Imaging. The collection angle was >10*. Care was taken to center the 
lenses with respect to the center of the scattering region. Baffles, B, 
were used to reduce background scatter. The Imaged light was filtered 
using two 488 nm line filters, F, (Corlon Corporation, Holliston, MA, 
Pl-488) with a bandpass of 1 nm placed before each detector. Transparent 
tape was placed on the surface of the detector windows to slightly diffuse 
the Image at the photocathodes. The detector outputs were amplified by 
passing them through separate oscilloscopes (Tektronix, Beaverton, OR, 
Models 7904 and 7704A with amplifier Models 7A12 and 7A15) and fed Into 
the data collection system (Data Precision, Danvers, MA, Model 6000/620 
with 01000 preamplifier). The signals for single plumes were digitized 
with 8 bit resolution at 10 MHz. A total of 16 K-bytes of data were 
collected for each channel, so each plume was followed for -1.5 ms. The 
data collection system was triggered relative to the start of the first 
scan after firing of the vaporization laser. This was done by using two 
one-shots in series with the SYNCH OUT from the vaporization laser and the 
waveform generator as inputs. The delay between the vaporization laser 
pulse and data acquisition is therefore arbitrary, but <20 us (the period 
of a single scan of the probe beam). Scattering signals were collected 
for single plumes and then transferred via an IEEE4Q8 interface (Capital 
Equipment Corporation, Burlington, MA, PC<>488) to a microcomputer (IBM, 
Boca Raton, CA, PC/AT) for storage and analysis. 
Photomultiplier gains must be matched between the detectors 
throughout the probed region for an accurate measurement of the 
dissymmetry ratio. The emission from the plume Itself was initially used 
to match the response of the detectors, but the match was not accurate at 
all locations of the plume. This was attributed to the fact that the 
emission is contained within the first -2 mm of the plume, but scattering 
was collected over -6 mm. This spatial difference is maintained at the 
photocathodes, which have spatial variations in gain. 
A tungsten lamp, which has an element that is helical and straight, 
was then used to match gains. The lamp emits uniformly over a vertical 
region of approximately the same length as the scattering region of the 
plume. The bulb was carefully aligned with the vaporization beam and the 
probe beam. A single detector was positioned first at one observation 
angle and then at the other, maximizing its output signal at each with a 
constant applied high voltage. This fixes the positions required for 
collection efficiencies at both angles. The first detector was left at 
one of the positions and the second detector was then placed at the other 
position. The gains were then matched by adjusting the voltages applied 
to the individual detectors. The match was checked at different bulb 
intensities and was found to be better than 10% over the range used for 
detection. 
The vaporization laser was the fundamental output, 1064 nm, of a 
Nd:YAG laser (Quantel, Santa Clara, CA, Model VG480) operated at 2.5 Hz 
with a 10 ns pulse. Typical energy at the sample was 150 pJ/pulse. The 
lower energy pulses were produced by using reflections off glass slides. 
The beam was directed perpendicular to the sample surface and focused with 
a 10 cm focal length spherical lens to a spot size of -0.2 mm diameter. 
The sample was pyrolytic graphite (Union Carbide Corporation, 
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Cleveland, OH). The surface was finished with 600 grit sandpaper. A 
piece of transparent tape was used to remove the top layer of graphite and 
powder residue. Room air circulation was minimized, since the sample was 
open to the atmosphere. 
Nie scattering functions were evaluated using Fortran programs 
(Microsoft Corporation, Fortran 77 version 4.01) on a microcomputer. 
Accuracy of the calculations was checked against previously published 
values. The theoretical dissymmetry ratio for carbon with m > 1.93-0.6566 
at A - 488 nm (22) and a up to 10 Is shown In Figure 2. The single-
valued region extends to a - 1.1 (r - 0.085 im, tj(45')/tj(135*) - 3.0). 
The Rayleigh region (r < X/20) begins at a - 0.31. The oscillations 
dampen at larger particle sizes to a ratio of -3.1. The maximum 
dissymmetry ratios for the first two peaks are 106.8 and 21.6 at a - 1.8 
and a - 2.89 respectively. The sum of the theoretical scattering signal 
at 45* and 135* Is plotted In Figure 3. This plot provides an Idea of the 
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Figure 2. Theoretical dissymmetry 
m • 1.93 - 0.656t. The 
are 106.8 and 21.6 at a 
ratios of carbon particles based on 
maximum values for the first two peaks 
- 1.8 and a - 2.89 respectively 
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Figure 3. Sum of the theoretical scattering at 45' and 135' for tj based 
on m > 1.93 - 0.656t 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Figure 4 Is a plot of the experimental dissymmetry ratios for 
pyrolytic graphite. The ratios that lie In the single-valued region, 
shown as white boxes, span the size range of 0.024 fun to 0.085 im in 
radius. The ratios that lie outside of the single-valued region, shown as 
filled boxes, indicate regions where the average radius is >0.085 im. Not 
marked are regions where the intensities are too low or too high to allow 
the determination of a with confidence. 
Since every laser generated plume is different, it is not possible 
to infer general trends. However, for the specific example shown in 
Figure 4, several features are evident. To the left of the plot (early in 
time), there is a distinct region dominated by larger (>0.085 /m) 
particles. These travel with a high velocity away from the surface. This 
reflects a violent ejection of material early on that is characteristic of 
sputtering. Smaller particles (<0.085 fun) over the major portion of the 
plot have lower velocities and are continuously produced from the surface. 
The features are consistent with thermal vaporization. In the middle of 
Figure 4 there is a different group of large particles. These did not 
originate from the surface and the velocities are similar to the smaller 
particles that surround this group. It is likely that they are formed by 
condensation of the smaller particles as they cool and as they collide 
with each other above the surface. 
Figure 5 is a contour map of the total scattering signals at the two 
angles, adjusted for deflection efficiency of the AOD, for the same plume 
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Time (ms) 
Figure 4. Experimental dissymmetry ratios of carbon particles. 
•: ratios in the single-valued region of the theoretical curve 
(0.024 im < r < 0.085 im); I: ratios in the multivalued region 
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Figure 5. Contour plot of relative total scattering signals 
{tj(45*) + tj(135*)) for the same plume as that shown in Figure 
4. Contours are for 1 —— , 2 — —— , 3—, and 
4 • • • • 
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as that shown In Figure 4. The contours denote relative signal strengths. 
Dissymmetry ratios as large as 24 are observed in these plumes. Large 
ratios, >10, were not observed when the laser power density for 
vaporization Is reduced to -1/2 that used for the plume shown In Figure 4. 
Ratios >10 have possible sizes limited to those within the first two lobes 
of the theoretical curve (0.113 /mi < r < 0.250 /un). Ratios <10 but >3 
span a much larger region of the theoretical curve (r < 0.113 /im or 
r > 0.250 im). According to the number density distribution observed by 
Arrowsmlth and Hughes (15), we would expect particles of -0.250 im to have 
a much lower number density, less than 1%, than particles of 0.113 /xm. 
Yet the scattering efficiency of 0.250 pan particles Is only 2.5 times 
greater than that for 0.113 im particles. So, the scattering efficiency 
cannot compensate for the expected reduction in the number density of 
large (r > 0.250 /un) particles. Total scattering intensity in Figure 5 
does not show a size relationship. We can therefore conclude that all of 
the data shown in Figure 4 are on the first lobe of the theoretical curve, 
and a particle size can be assigned to each pixel. The sizes were found 
to vary greatly as a function of height and time, so no contour plot based 
on size Is constructed from these results. 
Among the many assumptions in the scattering theory Is the one of 
homogeneous size. When instead a size distribution is taken into account 
in the calculations of the scattering functions, the oscillations in the 
theoretical curve will broaden and dampen. We must recognize that any 
size derived from this type of experiment is an average that is weighted 
more heavily towards larger sizes. The effect is an overestimate of the 
size, possibly by up to a factor of two (23). 
The assumption of sphericity has been shown to be less Important for 
systems where particle orientation In space Is random due to tumbling and 
where there exists a broad distribution function (23). We would expect 
both of these factors to be true In these laser generated plumes due to 
the violent nature of the vaporization process and the high temperatures 
expected. 
The accuracy of refractive Index values Is a major stumbling block 
In light scattering methods for particle size analysis. The refractive 
Index used in this study Is not the limiting factor for accuracy, since 
there are other sources of error that contribute more significantly, such 
as the match between the detectors and the assumption of homogeneous size 
in the theoretical calculations. 
In conclusion, a new method for particle size analysis in laser 
generated plumes with good temporal and spatial resolution has been 
demonstrated. The analysis is done In situ. Using multiple scattering 
techniques for a single plume, such as combining polarization (14) and 
dissymmetry ratios, would provide even greater accuracy In the size 
determination. Multiple measurements would also extend the region of 
sizeable particles. Large particles from laser microprobe systems have 
been observed by others (13-15, 24). Rohlfing calculated a rough 
estimate of the size of carbon particles generated from a graphite rod 
using the second harmonic, 532 nm, of a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser for 
ablation at -3 XIO^ W/cm^. He calculated an average size of -0.06-0.11 fim 
in radius. In fact, laser vaporization has been used specifically as a 
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particle generator (25) to make -10 nm sized particles. The fact that 
such large particles can be generated In these plumes could be of 
particular Interest to researchers Involved In studies of large clusters 
formed from laser ablation. 
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SECTION III 
SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF LARGE MOLECULES 
IN PLUMES GENERATED BY LASER DESORPTION 
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INTRODUCTION 
Lasers have been used since 1962 to vaporize small amounts of solid 
inorganic material (1). More recently their use to vaporize (desorb) 
large thermally labile organic molecules has grown. The larger and more 
polar the molecule, the more difficult It Is to volatilize It by 
traditional means without thermal degradation. The advantage of using a 
laser to generate gas phase species, as opposed to the traditional thermal 
means, is that the laser induces a rapid temperature increase, up to 
10^1 K/s (2), which can allow desorption to be favored over decomposition 
(3, 4). Analytical measurements can then be performed on large molecules 
in the gas phase. 
The ultraviolet-visible absorption spectra of tyrosine. Dopa, 
dopamine, adenine, and norepinephrine in the gas phase after laser 
desorption have been demonstrated (5). Laser desorption (LD) from thin 
layer chromatography (TLC) plates has been coupled with gas 
chromatographic separation (6) with electron capture detection and with 
supersonic jet fluorometric detection (7). By far, the most common 
detection method uses mass spectrometry (MS) (8) which offers excellent 
sensitivity and suitability for isotopic analysis. Mass spectrometry of 
surface-bound species has in the past relied on fast atom bombardment 
(FAB), field desorption (FD), and secondary ion MS (SIMS) to generate gas 
phase ions of large molecules. The advantages of LD over these include 
the ability to perform high-resolution spatial analysis, suitability for 
non-conducting surfaces, lack of high vacuum requirements, and greater 
control over the extent of fragmentation through the judicious choice of 
power density and wavelength. LD with MS detection is typically operated 
In one of two modes. The first and more common mode Is laser Induced 
Ionization (4). Vaporization and Ionization occur at the same step, 
though the modes of ionization are not clear (9, 10). The second mode of 
operation separates desorptlon from the Ionization step. Lower power 
densities or lower photon energies are used to promote desorptlon of 
neutrals. Then, Ionization is performed using nonselective ionization 
such as electron beam (11), multiphoton ionization (12), and chemical 
ionization (13), or a more selective mode of ionization such as resonance 
two photon ionization (14). Molecules at least as large as 250000 g/mole 
have been detected using matrix assisted laser desorptlon with mass 
spectrometric detection (15). Even ONA fragments of at least up to 622 
base pairs (-410.5 Kg/mole) are amenable to volatilization by lasers 
( 1 6 ) .  
The vaporization laser in the desorptlon mode Imparts its energy to 
the sample, the substrate, or the sample matrix through absorption. The 
resulting rapid rise in temperature promotes desorptlon over degradation. 
Fragmentation is thought to arise from (8): 
1. Direct action from the laser through absorption of enough 
photons and acquisition of enough internal energy to break bonds. 
2. Thermal degradation near the surface, which is supported by the 
observation of cationized fragments. 
3. Decomposition of an unstable parent molecule or ion in the gas 
phase at some distance from the surface. 
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The desorptlon, degradation, and ionization processes and their 
dependence on laser and sample parameters are not well understood. Brand 
and George (17) have modelled the effects of laser pulse characteristics 
and thermal desorption parameters for laser induced thermal desorption. 
For LD with nanosecond pulses in the ultraviolet region, the Influence of 
vaporization wavelength with respect to strong and weak classical 
absorption by the analyte molecule has been studied using MS detection 
(18, 19). Those authors reported that the presence of absorption by the 
analyte was found to lower the threshold irradiance needed for the 
detection of parent ions and to Increase the ratio of molecular-to-
fragment ions. 
Most detection schemes for LD are performed external to the 
developing plume. This paper reports the use of an optical imaging 
system, based on acousto-optic laser beam deflection (20, 21), to record 
real time spatial and temporal maps of the desorption of large organic 
molecules in situ. In contrast to MS methods, the neutral gas phase 
molecules are probed directly by absorption. The direct observation of 
the desorbing molecules should provide insight into the desorption process 
and its dependence on laser and sample parameters. 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
Figure 1 shows the optical set-up for two-dimensional mapping of 
organic dyes In laser generated plumes by molecular absorption. The argon 
ion laser, (Laser Ionics, Orlando, FL, Model 554A) was used to probe the 
desorbed dyes. The 60* prism, P, dispersed the output lines of the argon 
laser and the 488 nm line was isolated at the aperture of the first 
acousto-optic deflector (AOD). The beam was -3 mm when it entered the 
first AOD (Intra Action, Bellwood, IL, Model ADN-150 and OE-150) which 
scanned the beam in the vertical direction. The deflected first order 
beam and part of the zeroth order beam entered the second deflector 
(Isomet, Springfield, VA, Model 1205-C) which scanned the vertically 
deflected input beam in the horizontal direction. Aim focal length 
spherical lens, Sp was positioned next to the second deflector to focus 
the scanning beam into the plume which is placed at the focal plane of the 
lens. The aperture. A, blocked any orders other than the (1,1) beam. The 
other features of the optical set up are the same as that used in 
Reference 21. A thorough discussion of the operation of AOD as laser beam 
scanners was given in References 20 and 21. 
Asymmetric waveforms of 200 kHz and 10 kHz from two waveform 
generators (Wavetek Corporation, San Diego, Ca, Models 162 and 182A} were 
used to control the rf generators for the vertical and horizontal 
deflector drivers respectively. Thus each scan was unidirectional with 
periods of 5 /is and 100 /is and reset times of -0.25 /is and -5 /is for the 








Figure 1. Experimental arrangement for two-dimensional Imaging of 
laser-desorbed organic dyes by absorption: PROBE LASER, Argon 
Ion laser; P, 60* prism; M, mirror; AOD, acousto-optic 
deflector; Sj, 100 cm f.l. spherical lens; A, aperture; BS, 50% 
beamsplitter; Sg, 7.5 cm f.l. spherical lens; F, 488 nm line 
filter; PD, photodiode; AMP, amplifier 
between the horizontal and vertical scans by triggering the slow waveform 
(10 kHz) with the SYNCH OUT from the fast waveform generator (200 kHz). 
When acousto-optic deflectors are operated at fast scan times, the 
refractive Index grating Induced In the acoustic medium can have a 
significant cylindrical lens effect In the direction of the scan (22). 
Because the scan time for the vertical deflection was short, the Induced 
cylindrical lens In the vertical deflector was significant (-1.7 m) when 
compared to the focal length (1 m) of the lens used to focus the scanning 
beam. But, the Induced cylindrical lens In the horizontal deflector 
(-34.5 m) was not significant. So, the optimum focus for the two 
dimensions was not at the same location and a compromise in resolution for 
one of the dimensions, horizontal in this case, had to made. Ideally, 
when this effect is significant in a two dimensional scanning operation, 
focusing in the two dimensions should be done with cylindrical lenses so 
as to obtain optimum resolution in both directions. Due to the lack of 
long focal length cylindrical optics (which are desirable to achieve the 
scan length needed to map the plume), the spherical lens was used Instead 
and resolution was compromised. For the experiments, conducted here, 
resolution of 40 X 12 spots in an 8 X 5 mm scan was confirmed by placing a 
grid at the focus of the image and measuring transmittance with a 
photodiode. 
To take into account any changes in laser Intensity, as well as 
efficiency differences in the deflectors as the beam is scanned, a 50% 
beam splitter, BS, was placed before the sample cell to reflect half of 
the probe beam to a second detector. The reflected beam was focused onto 
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a photodiode (Hamamatsu, Middlesex, NJ, Model S1790-01) to monitor the 
incident Intensity. The sample beam probed the plume and the transmitted 
part was focused onto another photodiode. Line filters, F, with 1 nm 
bandpasses at 488 nm (Corlon Corp., Holllston, MA, Model Pl-488) were used 
before the photodiodes to reduce background radiation. 
Both sample and reference signals were amplified by passing them 
through separate oscilloscopes (Tektronix, Beaverton, OR, Models 7904 and 
7704A with 7A15 and 7A16 amplifiers) and fed into the data acquisition 
system (Data Precision, Danvers, MA, Model 6000/620 with DIOOO 
preamplifier). The digitizer was operated at 10 MHz, with 8 bit 
resolution. A total of 16 K-bytes was collected in each channel for a 
single vaporization event. Thus, the molecular population was monitored 
for 1.6 ms. In this way, up to sixteen two-dimensional images were 
collected for single plumes. The acquired data were transferred to a 
microcomputer (IBM) through an IEEE488 interface (Capital Equipment) where 
they were evaluated. Data acquisition was triggered by the SYNCH OUT from 
the vaporization laser which occurs -160 ns prior to lasing. 
The first step in data processing was the subtraction of background 
signals and standardization of the signals to take into account any 
differences (except sample absorption) along the optical paths of the two 
beams and any differences in the degrees of amplification in the 
electronics. The two-dimensional standardization files were calculated 
from an average ratio (sample to reference) of 16 consecutive two 
dimensional scans in the absence of desorption. The relative standard 
deviations did not exceed 3% except at the extremes of the horizontal 
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scans where deflection efficiency changes rapidly. The absorbance was 
then calculated for each spot and plotted. 
The vaporization laser was the frequency doubled, 532 nm, output of 
a Q-sw1tched Nd:YAG laser (Quantel, Santa Clara, CA, Model VG480) operated 
at 2.5 Hz, with 10 ns pulse width. Typical energy at the sample surface 
was 3.5-34 mJ. Power was varied by changing the high voltage at the 
laser. A reflection off a glass slide was used to monitor energy for each 
pulse at an energy ratlometer with an energy probe (Laser Precision, 
Utica, NY, Models RJ-7200 and Rjp734). The vaporization beam was focused 
to a line by the combination of two cylindrical lenses. A 2.5 cm focal 
length lens was used to expand the beam lengthwise, parallel to the probe 
beam, creating the long pathlength. A 10 cm focal length lens, was placed 
orthogonal to the 2.5 cm focal length lens to focus the beam horizontally. 
The vaporization laser was focused to a line Instead of a spot to provide 
a longer pathlength over which absorption could occur. This also 
eliminates the need for deconvoluting a cylindrically symmetric plume. 
Burn marks on photographic film and on the samples show even burns at high 
power but not so even at lower power. Uneven vaporization at low power is 
expected because decreasing the operating voltage of the pulsed laser 
affects the mode structure of the output beam; it becomes less Gaussian. 
The samples consisted of assorted organic dyes dissolved in methanol 
with 0.1% nitrocellulose (Polyscience, Warrington, PA). The dyes were 
chosen for their varied absorptivities at 532 nm, the vaporization 
wavelength. The dyes were rhodamine 6G (Exciton Chemical Co., Dayton, 
OH), neutral red (Hartman-Leddon Co., Philadelphia, PA), and disodium 
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fluorescein (Kodak, Rochester, NY). The absorption spectra of the dyes in 
methanol with 0.1% nitrocellulose matrix are shown In Figure 2. The 
absorbance by fluorescein Is greatly reduced In the matrix due to pH 
effects. The molar absorbance of fluorescein at 488 nm decreased by a 
factor of 21 from that for no matrix. The molar absorbance at 488 nm of 
neutral red increased by -18% In the matrix, while the molar absorbance of 
rhodamine 6G decreased by -8% in the matrix. The dye solutions were 
prepared with no purification of the compounds. 
Solid films of the dyes were made by casting 100 ill of the solution 
onto 22 X 30 mm glass slides. The solvent was allowed to evaporate at 
room temperature with room air currents minimized. The method produced 
fairly uniform films. The nitrocellulose was used to improve film 
uniformity. This method was evaluated with others for producing 
reproducible samples for laser ablation with MS detection (23). There, 5% 
nitrocellulose was used, but at the power densities used here, films cast 
from 5% solutions would not desorb completely. Complete desorption was 
desired so total desorbed mass could be calculated. The slides were 
placed on a mount in an aluminum cell for front illumination. The 
vaporization beam impinged on the surface of the dye film, and any 
transmitted light passed the slide and was blocked and scattered by the 
cell bottom -2 cm from the slide. Unlike most LD methods which rely on 
absorption of the laser energy by the substrate or by an added matrix, 
this arrangement will allow a direct evaluation of the influence of the 
absorptivity of the sample at the vaporization wavelength on fragmentation 










340 420 500 560 660 
Wavelength (nm) 
Figure 2. Absorption spectra of organic dyes (1 cm path) in methanol with 
a 0.1% nitrocellulose matrix: R6G, rhodamine 6G at 5 juM; NR, 
neutral red at 10.0 iM; F, fluorescein at 66 
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the laser energy. 
The cell has been described previously (24). It has entrance 
windows for the probe and vaporization beams and exit windows for the 
probe beam and for observing scatter or fluorescence at 90*. The ce11 Is 
equipped with a valve for controlling the gaseous environment. A11 plumes 
were recorded at 1 atm argon. The cell was pumped out by a mechanical 
pump and refilled with argon between plumes. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Figure 3 shows pictures of the films made from the three dyes. The 
pictures from top to bottom are for rhodamlne 6G (R6G) made from a 2.8 mM 
solution, neutral red (NR) made from a 3.5 mM solution, and fluorescein 
(F) made from a 3.0 mM solution. The black markings are labels from the 
glass side of the sample. The clear lines In the center of the Images are 
where the vaporization laser desorbed the dye film at two power densities 
for at least two trials each. The areas vaporized were -2.2 X 0.033 cm 
and -1.5 X 0.02 cm with power densities of -45 MW/cm^ and -13 MW/cmf 
respectively. One can Immediately see that more dye was removed at the 
higher power density. This Is due to the changing mode structure of the 
vaporization laser, providing a larger area with sufficient power density 
to desorb the dye. Relatively clean vaporization occurs at the higher 
power densities, leaving few crystallites behind, for R6G and NR. 
Fluorescein does not appreciably absorb at 532 nm, which accounts for the 
significant amount of unvaporlzed material left on the slide made from the 
fluorescein solution. Fluorescein also gave much lower absorption 
signals. Close examination of vaporization marks at the lower power 
density reveals some dye remaining In the center of the line and a less 
clean edge. This is attributed to the change in mode structure of the 
vaporization laser as a function of operating voltage. Power is not 
distributed as uniformly at the lower operating voltage. The estimated 
masses of R6G and NR desorbed, based on relative areas of the film and the 
vaporization lines, are 1.5 nq (R6G), 0.61 jig (R6G), 1.1 iig (NR), and 
Figure 3. Prints of dye films cast from methanol in a 0.1% nitrocellulose 
matrix. The top print Is rhodamlne 6G from a 2.8 mM solution. 
The middle print Is neutral red from a 3.5 mM solution 
(originally mislabeled). The bottom print is fluorescein from 
a 3.0 mM solution 
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0.46 ng (NR) for the high and low power densities respectively. 
Figures 4 and 5 show the 2-0 absorption profiles for desorptlon of 
R6G at low and high power respectively from the film shown In Figure 3. 
The Image shows five consecutive 2-D passes through the plume. The 
horizontal axis, 1n the forward part of the graph, reflects the horizontal 
scan In the plume. The unit numbers on the axis note the beginning of 
each consecutive horizontal sweep through the plume, which occur at 
-100 us Intervals. The other horizontal axis shows the probe height above . 
the sample surface. At the beginning of some of the 2-D images, one can 
see a signal In the first vertical scan. This signal Is a result of the 
reset In the horizontal scanner. When the laser beam reaches the end of 
the 2-D scan. It Is quickly swept back to the beginning of the 2-D sweep. 
As the beam re-traverses the plume, it produces another record of the 
absorption. One Immediately notices that at lower power density, there is 
more absorption, even though less dye was actually vaporized. This is a 
clear indication of destruction of the chromophore with increasing power 
density. Increased fragmentation with increasing power density has been 
noted before when using MS detection (25). 
Figures 6 and 7 show similar plots at low and high power for the 
neutral red film shown in Figure 3. Figure 7 is an extended series of 
plots showing the rest of the acquired Images of the NR plume at high 
power. Again, the lower power plot shows greater absorption, when 
normalized for the amount of material desorbed, indicating destruction of 
the chromophore. But destruction does not occur to the same extent as for 
R6G. NR has lower absorptivities at 532 nm and at 488 nm than R6G, but 
1 2 3 4 5 
Frame 
Figure 4. Consecutive 2-0 plots of absorption by R6G in a laser generated plume for 0.61 pg 




Figure 5. Consecutive 2-D plots of absorption by R6G in a laser generated plume for 1.5 #g 








Figure 6. Consecutive 2-D plots of absorption by NR in a laser-generated plume for 0.46 pg 















Figure 7a. Consecutive 2-D plots of absorption by NR In a laser-generated plume for 1.1 /tg 













Figure 8. Normalized total absorbance of R6G and NR for the plumes shown 
in Figures 4-7: +, R6G plume, 13 MW/cm^; •, R6G plume, 
47 MW/cm^; A, NR plume, 13 MW/cm^; o, NR plume, 44 MW/cmf 
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higher peak absorbance were produced In the plume. Figure 8 Is a plot of 
the Integrated absorbance In the plumes at each of the frames shown In 
Figures 4-7 normalized for desorbed mass, absorptivity at 488 nm, and 
pathlength. Duplicate experiments at each vaporization condition 
essentially gave the same results as shown here. This depicts the power 
dependence and the absorptivity dependence (at the vaporization 
wavelength) of the relative extent of chromophore destruction. The plots 
show a consistent growth in total absorbance for all conditions, so the 
dye continues to be desorbed from the surface well after the vaporization 
laser pulse. This is in contrast to earlier studies (21) of Na atoms 
ablated from a Nag yWO^ sample where the peak In atomic absorption was 
observed in the first -67 us of the plume with a gradual decay in signal 
thereafter. The steady increase In total absorbance here also indicates 
that the major amount of fragmentation occurs early (<100 /is) in the 
desorption process and not at some longer time at a distance from the 
surface. 
Figure 7 shows the entire set of the 2-D scans through the neutral 
red plume at high power density. The desorption process Is very gradual, 
extending well after the vaporization pulse Is over. The plume expands 
and begins to become more diffuse. The residual signal near the surface 
in the later frames is possibly due to some later desorbing dye. At this 
pressure, the molecules do not travel far from the surface, and they 
diffuse slowly in time. At lower power, the dye travels away from the 
surface and diffuses more slowly. For the plume shown in Figure 7 (NR, 
high power), the location of the absorption maximum moves away from the 
surface at -3.5 m/s Initially (-0.5 ms) but It gradually slows to 
-1.6 m/s. The front of the plume travels at -5.2 m/s for the first 
-0.5 ms but also slows quickly to -1.7 m/s. At lower power for NR, Figure 
6, the location of the absorption maximum moves at -1.7 m/s for -0.4 ms 
and slows to -0.8 m/s. The front travels at -3.5 m/s for -0.2 ms, slowing 
to -1.3 m/s and later appearing almost stationary. Lateral diffusion 
velocity Is -1 m/s and -0.8 m/s for the plumes In Figures 6 and 7 
respectively. For R6G at high power. Figure 5, the location of the 
absorption maximum and the front of the plume travel at -4.3 m/s and 
-6 m/s respectively for the first -0.4 ms. They gradually slow to 
-1.3 m/s and -1.7 m/s. At low power, the location of the absorption 
maximum and the front for the R6G plume, Figure 4, travel at -2.6 m/s and 
-5.2 m/s respectively. They gradually slow to -1.4 m/s and -1.7 m/s. 
Lateral diffusion velocities for Figures 4 and 5 are -1.5 m/s and -1.3 m/s 
respectively. Based on these observations we can conclude that R6G 
desorbs with greater kinetic energy, probably as a result of the larger 
initial absorption coefficient, and that power density, as expected, 
influences plume expansion rates. 
The following parameters were used to roughly calculate the expected 
average absorbance using Beer's law: the estimated desorbed mass, the 
solution phase molar absorptivity, the volume over which absorbance 
occurs, and the pathlength (based on the vaporization line assuming no 
longitudinal diffusion). The calculated values were compared to those 
observed indicating destruction of the order of -65% and -75% for the NR 
plumes and -80% and -95% for the R6G plumes at low and high power 
respectively. If Instead the vapor phase absorptivity for R6G at -450'C 
(26) Is used, one estimates destruction of the order of -88% and -98% at 
low and high power respectively. 
In conclusion, this Imaging system allows the direct observation and 
mapping of the desorptlon of large thermally labile organic molecules. We 
can record how the signal grows from Just a trace of absorption In the 
first 100 us to a peak at -500 /is followed by a gradual diffusion 
vertically and horizontally. Fragmentation of the chromophore appears to 
occur In the very early stages of desorptlon and the extent of 
fragmentation Is dependent on both vaporization power density and sample 
absorptivity. The use of much lower power densities should decrease the 
extent of chromophore destruction. For these films In the nitrocellulose 
matrix, the power densities used were the minimum needed to completely 
desorb the Irradiated area. By not using the matrix, lower powers can be 
used, but film uniformity suffers. 
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GENERAL SUMMARY 
Three methods of characterizing particle distributions in laser-
generated plumes with good temporal and spatial resolution have been 
shown. At high particle production, sufficient scattering and absorption 
allows particle concentrations to be measured In transmission mode. 
Measurement of particle sizes in laser-generated plumes was demonstrated 
using the polarization ratio and the dissymmetry ratio of scattered light 
based on the Nie scattering theory. Good estimates of sizes were found 
with good spatial and temporal resolution. Large particles were seen as 
arising directly from the surface and from condensation. Both methods 
provide good size analysis for transient events. More reliable and exact 
size measurements can be done by combining the methods and by using 
theoretical values for nonhomogeneous size distributions. Though, this 
would increase the number of detectors, complicating the experiment. If 
the polarization of the probe beam could be modulated at a high rate 
(-10 MHz) then two detectors, one each at 135* and 45*, could be used with 
a two channel digitizer. The detectors would alternately record and tg 
for both angles providing four independent measurements of particle size, 
the dissymmetry ratio for and I2 and the polarization ratio at 45* and 
at 135*. Four measurements of particle size would aid size determination 
in systems where the particle size Is in the multivalued region for a 
single measurement. This system would have timing complications between 
the digitizer and the polarization modulator, but it would simplify the 
size measurements by only requiring two detectors and two digitization 
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channels. 
A method for two-dimensional mapping of the desorptlon of large 
organic dyes was demonstrated. The dyes continue to desorb after the 
laser vaporization pulse. The observation of a consistent gradual 
Increase In dye concentration In the plume Indicates that the majority of 
the fragmentation appears to occur at the very early stages, <100 /is, of 
the desorptlon process. Fragmentation of the dye molecules was found to 
depend on absorptivity by the sample at the vaporization wavelength and on 
power density. Sufficient temporal and spatial resolution In the Imaging 
system allowed the observation of the desorptlon at Its early stages. 
Coupling the light scattering techniques for particle size analysis 
and the molecular absorption method for detection of absorbing organic 
molecules with acousto-optic laser beam deflection provided good spatial 
and temporal resolution for real-time Imaging of the plasma. Application 
of this imaging method allows the study of Individual laser and sample 
parameters and their influence on desorptlon and fragmentation. 
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